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Judicial Control
of Death Penalty:
Inspection
of Three Modes
As the birthplace of theories of abolition of death
penalty, Europe had started its experiment of abolition of death penalty in legislation since the last years
of the 18th century. The basic requirement of admission to EU is the abolition of death penalty, had promulgated the abolition throughout the Continent and
rendered it the forerunners in the campaign of abolishing death penalty. However, in comparison with
the EU’s abolition death penalty through legislation,
it is difficult for countries like the US, Japan and India
to accomplish it in the same way. Therefore “A Second
Path” was brought forward, which is to restrict the
application of death penalty by setting up higher judicial standards. These three countries differed vastly
the in the content of their judicial standards and
formed three different modes of judicial control of
death penalty.

I.
The U.S Mode
The peculiarity of the U.S mode is its emphasis on
interaction of procedural and substantial law. Since the
70s of the 20th century, with the beginning of the case
of Furman v. Georgia, the US had gradually established
a strategy to abolish death penalty through judicial
control. The 8th Amendment of the Constitution which
put a prohibition to cruel and unusual punishments is
interpreted as an evolving ethical standard, has
founded a judicial system which is characterized in
dual rank procedural standards and adoption of restriction on aggravating circumstances in substantial law.
With a rigorous standard on the application of death
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penalty and the interaction
between legislation and justice, a modern mode of
controlling death penalty
which takes judicial intervention as its core finally
emerged in the US. Its main
content is as followed.

1. Substantial
Standards
and Principle of
Application

In Furman v. Georgia, the
Supreme Court reached a
conclusion that the legislation should restrict types
of crimes which could lead
to death penalty and it was
the worst criminals that
deserved death penalty.[1]
This conclusion was the first attempt to define a common standard on the subjects of death penalty and it
was confirmed and reinforced in cases thereafter. In
Gregg v. Georgia, though the court admitted the constitutionality of death penalty on murder, it laid more
emphasis on the restriction effect of the 8th Amendment which was reiterated by the Supreme Court that
death penalty could only used against the worst of
worst.[2] In Zant v. Stephens in 1983, the Supreme
Court made a further move that to meet the concept
in the Furman case the legislation should set up series
of rational and objective standards to “genuinely narrow” types of death penalty to judges’ discretion.[3]
Since then the word “narrowing” became the key
words in the reform of death penalty in the US.

2. C
 ircumstances and Subjects
to Death Penalty
In Thompson v. Oklahoma in 1988, the Supreme
Court considered that it was extraordinary cruel and
abnormal to use death penalty against juveniles under the age of 15 when the criminal act was committed. [4] In Atkins v. Virginia in 2002, the Supreme Court
ruled that no death penalty should be used against
mentally retarded persons.[5] In Roper v. Simmons in
2005, the Supreme Court pointed out that it was a violation of the 8th Amendment and against ideals of
modern society to use death penalty against adolescents under the age of 18 when the criminal act was
committed.[6]

3. Types of Crimes and Standards
subjected to Death Penalty
In the US the types of crimes subjected to death
penalty differed from state to state as they took dif-

4. Quantitative Criteria of Death
Penalty eligibility
It is an inevitable question of US justice mode how
to narrow the scope of death penalty based to a further step based on the definition of substantial standard. To accomplish this goal the Supreme Court gradually set up average standards by case ruling. In the
Gregg case, the Supreme Court concluded that according to the principle set up in the Furman case that the
discretion of jury should be subjected to necessity
restriction, it was in the conformity of the 8th Amendment that the court of State of Arizona, based on new
rules stipulated in the Model Criminal Code, require
the judge to inform the jury that in case of a verdict
of death penalty at least one circumstance of statutory aggravation should be included in the reason of
such verdict. [11] The requirement could be deemed as
a definite and objective standard and provided the
jury with abundant guidance which could help preventing random decision and identifying the specific
worst murder. In the Zant case in 1983 the Supreme
Court reiterated that death penalty could not be used
without at least one circumstance of statutory aggravation was convicted which later became the basic
requirement of death penalty and drew the most at-

tention from the prosecution and defense parties. In
the Ring case in 2002 the Supreme Court ruled that
the jury had to found at least one circumstance beyond doubt before a verdict of death penalty.[12] Therefore the statutory aggravation circumstance played a
positive role in the narrowing of death penalty.

II.
The Japan Mode
The characteristic of Japan mode is to define standard of death penalty by case ruling. Japan is one of
the western countries that put the doctrine at stake
that completely developed democratic countries are
prone to abolish death penalty.[13] The current system
of death penalty of Japan was formed in the Meiji Restoration in the early of 20th century when the new
criminal law of Japan was initiated and developed. It
was a product of profound influence of continental
criminal law especially the influence from the German Criminal Code of 1871. There was a short period
of abolition of death penalty in German history.[14] After the reunion of German in 1870 by the Prussia, during the era of the “blood and iron” Prime Minister
Bismarck, the council of Germany passed the act of
maintaining death penalty which hindered the development of the movement of abolition of death penalty. However the types of crimes subjected to death
penalty were reduced to a substantial extent. Under
the influence of Germany, the Japan criminal code of
1908 stipulated only 12 types of crimes subjected to
death penalty.[15] In the latter 19 times of amendment
to the criminal code the quantity of death penalty remained the same. The reform of death penalty of Japan was not directly inflicted from the European
movement since the latter of the 20th century as the
leading events were all concentrated in the most developed European countries and countries which received essential influence from European countries.
The tide of abolition of death penalty from 1945 to
1981 was mainly centered in Europe and the most developed countries of the English union.[16] Nevertheless the ideals and concepts derived from European’s
abolition of death penalty were widely accepted
among Japanese academic circles and even among
average citizens. Based on the maintenance of current
criminal law, the Japanese choose judicial oriented
reform mode.
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ferent standards. As a result it was critical to define
the scope and standards of death penalty unanimously
to control the use of death penalty by substantial law.
In Coker v. Georgia Arizona in 1977 the Supreme
Court considered that it was excessive and against the
8th Amendment to use death penalty against cases of
rape in which no victims were caused to death and
thus crime of rape should be excluded from the scope
of death penalty. [7] In Enmund v. Florida the Supreme
Court considered that it was against the 8th Amendment to punish criminals who assisted the carry out
of felony only and who had no intention to kill anyone nor implemented the actual murder act.[8] In Kennedy v. Louisiana in 2008 the Supreme Court ruled
that it was against the 8th Amendment to use death
penalty against rapes against children and in a broader
sense to cases in which no victims were caused to
death.[9] After decades of judicial reform, criminal law
in most states established the basic principles that
death penalty could only used against crimes of murder and it was common sense between legislation and
justice that first class murder of life deprivation should
be subjected to death penalty. In 1994 the Violent
Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act was passed
and the types of crimes of death penalty expanded to
50 in which 46 were connected with murder.[10] At
present besides non-murder crimes like treason, drug
related crimes with large quantity which were stipulated in federal laws, the types of crimes subjected to
death penalty concentrated on crimes of murder, especially first class murder, murder with aggravation
circumstances and felony murder.

1. T
 he Limited Scope of Actual Death
Penalty
Although there were 17 types of crimes subjected
to death penalty in Japan criminal code, the types
were rather concentrated. Considering the situations
of death penalty used after World War II, the actual
types of crimes were arson to inhabitant architectures, overthrow of train and trolley resulted in death,
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murder, murder against elder relatives (which was
ruled as against constitution and amend to common
murder), robbery resulted in death, robbery and rape
resulted in death, illegal usage of exploders. Most of
them could be categorized into ferocious murder and
robbery murder.[17] The reasons that the judicial department restricted the application of death penalty
with the background of sustaining types of crimes
subjected to death penalty in criminal law were the
outcry for the abolition of the academic circle and the
acceptance of abolition among citizens. The actual
effect of application of death penalty guaranteed that
there was no arise in the quantity with the hold on to
the types of crimes subjected to death penalty in criminal law.

2. I nfringement to Life is the Priority
of Application of Death Penalty
It is the basic principle of Japanese criminal law to
apply death penalty to crimes which infringe anyone’s
life. As a result though there is no principle guiding
the application of death penalty in the criminal code,
the courts usually take the standard of infringing people’s lives as the standard of death penalty which to
a vast extent restricted the application of death penalty. Judging from the current operation of justice, the
coordinating relationship between death penalty and
victims’ loss has been established and the standard
becomes more rigorous as the changes of social situations. In the early times after World War II death penalty may be inflicted if one person is killed. However
in the period of rapid growth of economy death penalty may not be inflicted if one person is killed unless
the crimes are extremely evil. In case of average
crimes the criminal will not get death penalty even
two persons are killed. In most situations a life imprisonment will be sentenced.[18]

3. T he Modeling Effect of Rulings of
Supreme Court
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Although there is no difference in the criminal law
about the application of death penalty, the Japanese
courts take very discreet attitudes towards the use of
death penalty. And such attitudes are conveyed
through the judicial practice which set definite standards applying death penalty. In the ideas of Japanese
scholars, the biggest advantage of defining standards
of death penalty through case rulings is that it avoids
the possibility of imbalance of application of death
penalty. In the form of death penalty standards in Japan, it started with the categorization and analysis of
valid rules of death penalty by scholars. And later the
Supreme Court stepped in and made official statement
on these classical cases which secured the stability
and prestige of judicial standards regarding death
penalty. As a milestone in the history of death penalty
in Japan, the Supreme Court concluded its generic at-

titudes in the first appeal instance about the event of
Norio Nagayama that in the background of pertaining death penalty in the current criminal law, based
on the comprehensive consideration on the essence,
motive, configuration the court could sentence death
penalty considering the absolute evil of the crimes
both from the view of balance of punishment and generic prevention of crimes, especially on the facts of
cruelty of methods and measures, the seriousness of
the results of the crimes, namely the number of victims, the feelings of the relatives of the victims, social
influences, age of the criminals, criminal records, circumstances after the commission of the crimes and
so on.[19] Since the ruling of the case of Norio Naga
yama, the standard of Norio Nagayama had been the
decisive standards concerning the justice of death
penalty and had played an important role in guiding
and restricting the use of death penalty. Moreover the
judicial standard of Japan became another model besides the US model.

III.
The Indian Mode
The characteristic of Indian mode is its emphasis
on the reasoning duty of judges to accomplish the
goal. Compared to Japan, India’s reform of death penalty had also gone through setback in the legislation
and judicial restriction was its last choice. However
the modes of Japan and India were different and the
latter one was also intriguing. The modern system of
death penalty of India was configured in the 1860s
when being a colony of the Great Britain. It took tremendous influences from English laws. The current
system of death penalty was stipulated in the India
Criminal Code in 1861 and the India Criminal Procedural Law in 1898. In the criminal code there were
10 articles containing death penalty which ranged
from national crimes, crimes infringing lives, crimes
infringing freedom to crimes infringing property.[20]
The criminal procedural law stipulated the ranks of
instances of death penalty, appealing and standards
of evidence.
As for the legitimacy of death penalty, there had
been no abundant discussion in the domestic. Even
during the fight of independence, the execution of
death penalty was never questioned. Although the
demand of abolition of death penalty had been one
of the many goals of the Indian national council in
the fight of colonialism, the death penalty successfully transited to the legal systems after independence. The Indian Constitution in 1950 admitted the
legitimacy of death penalty and it became the favorable way to punish murderers. The first amendment
to the criminal code which started in 1956 allowed
the judges to choose between life imprisonment and
death penalty against convicted murderers. Since the
1960s, the legislation of death penalty had two big re-

otherwise. Most court had the opinion that the true
compassion towards human dignity required resistance against legal weapons depriving people’s lives
and death penalty could only be used against the rarest of the rare.[23]

IV.
A Brief Conclusion: Where's
the Road of Abolition Death
Penalty in China?
Since the 1990s under the influences of worldwide
movement of death penalty reform and academic research both domestic and abroad, death penalty reform in China gradually developed in the following
ways. In the field of criminal policy China emphasized
a less and discreet policy which rigorously control
the use of death penalty. In the field of criminal procedural law, the Supreme Court took back the review
power on cases of death penalty in 2007 and in 2010
the judicial interpretation of regulations on scrutinizing and evaluation of evidence of cases of death penalty unified the standard of death penalty which actually reduced the number of death penalty. In the
field of substantial law the 8th amendment to the
criminal code repealed 13 types of non-violent crimes
which stood a ratio of 19.1% in the whole number of
death penalty. The amendment also added that persons over the age of 75 should not be subjected to
death penalty generally. However, it was still a long
way to go regarding China’s reform, especially because
the legislation abolition was obstructed by legal culture, public opinions and public safety. A report by the
law department of the Max Plank Institute showed
that 57.8% people supported death penalty while only
14% people were against it which meant that 86% people considered death penalty acceptable.[24] Therefore
the judicial control of death penalty became the main
road of reform of death penalty in China. The outstanding problems of judicial control were the huge
distinction among standards regarding specific
crimes, the administrative essence of the death penalty reviewing procedure and the mixture of conviction and sentencing standards. The three modes above
could provide with solutions in areas of emphasizing
standards of death penalty, the restriction of substantial control and statutory aggravation requirements,
the reasoning duty of judges and case guidance. 
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forms, but the purpose and result were contrast. The
first legislation reform started in 1970s and its goal
was narrowing the scope of death penalty which was
a strategic adjustment to the effort made in the 1960s
to abolish death penalty. It intended to restricted
death penalty as the alternative punishment to intentional murder. According to the proposal of the standing committee of the united council, the bill new
criminal law in 1978 and the new criminal procedural
law in 1978 was introduced to the council which restricted death penalty to certain murders. However
due to the dismiss of House of Commons, the bill was
terminated. Although the effort didn’t work out, the
proposal of restriction on death penalty was welcomed by many judges of the Supreme Court. The
second legislation reform started in the 1980s. Its goal
was to broaden the use of death penalty. In the 1950s
to 1960s the death penalty was stipulated in the military law besides criminal code. Due to the need of
international terrorism and the requirement of following western tide the scope of death penalty expanded from murder to crimes of terrorism focusing
on the military law and national safety law.[21] The reform directly leads to the expansion of death penalty.
As the effort of restricting death penalty by legislation was in vain, India began to use judicial measures
to control death penalty and achieved great success.
The judicial control of death penalty had direct connection with the amendment of the criminal procedural law. The criminal procedural law in 1898 made
special regulations on the sentencing of death penalty.
According to subsection 5 of section 367 in cases regarding death penalty the court should illustrate on its
reasons of why death penalty was not used if the court
didn’t sentence death penalty. However according to
subsection 3 of section 354 of India Criminal Procedural Law the court should illustrate its special reasons
if it decided a death penalty. The system of special reasons began to play a positive role in the judicial control
of death penalty and became the core of the principle
of the rarest of rare formula. In the view of criminal
justice history, since April 1st 1974 it is a necessity of
special reasons as the new law became valid. However
the recognition of special reasons experienced a limited to broad change. It is confined to elements related
to crimes at the beginning and later expanded to criminal related requirements, namely a death penalty could
only be sentenced on the conviction that the criminal
had hopeless special reasons. Similar to the Norio
Nagayama event, the case of Bachan Singh was a milestone in the Indian death penalty history which explained special reasons in both ways of criminal and
crime.[22] It also stated that unless the crime and its circumstances showed that the existence of criminal was
a continual threat to the society and the punishment
of life imprisonment was inadequate could death penalty be inflicted. The court should take other punishment as priority. The criminal should not be considered
as hopeless unless the state court had proof to prove
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BTK. FORDÍTÓKULCS Oda-Vissza
SZERKESZTŐK: Czine Ágnes, Fiedler Laura
Ez a kiadvány a Büntető Törvénykönyvről szóló 1978. évi IV. törvény (’78-as Btk.) és a Büntető Törvénykönyvről
szóló 2012. évi C. törvény (új Btk.) összehasonlítását tűzi ki céljául, annak érdekében, hogy az Olvasó számára
könnyebbé tegye az új Btk. rendelkezéseinek megismerését és az alkalmazásukra történő felkészülést.
A könyv első felében az összehasonlítás megkönnyítése érdekében a bal oldali hasáb az új Btk. szövegét tartalmazza annak eredeti sorrendjében, a jobb oldali hasábban pedig a ’78-as Btk. rendelkezései találhatóak az új Btk.
szabályainak megfelelő rendben. Így az Olvasónak nem kell keresnie, hogy az új Btk. egyik szabályának a ’78-as
Btk. melyik rendelkezése felel meg. A könyv második felében található feldolgozás pedig a ’78-as Btk. eredeti
törvényi sorrendjét követi és ahhoz rendeli az új Btk. szabályait.
Az összehasonlítás nem csak az egyes szakaszok párosításával, hanem minden esetben a bekezdések szintjén,
Ára: 6990 Ft
az egymásnak megfeleltethető bekezdések (sőt, adott esetben az egyes bekezdéseken belüli alpontok) egymás
mellé rendezésével történik. Az új Btk. azon rendelkezései, melyek a korábbi kódexhez képest újdonságként jelennek meg, az összehasonlítás mindkét iránya esetében külön jelölést kaptak, egyértelműen felhívva a figyelmet a ’78-as Btk.-ban nem szereplő új
szabályokra. A kiadvány így könnyen kezelhetően, áttekinthetően és felhasználóbarát módon segít a két kódex összevetésében, legyen az Olvasó
célja akár az egyezőségek, akár az újdonságok megismerése.
A Fordítókulcs különös jelentőségét azok az esetek adják majd, amikor a bűncselekményt a ’78-as Btk. hatálya alatt követték el, de a bíróság 2013.
július 1-je után bírálja el, és az új Btk. enyhébb szabályt tartalmaz, tehát az utóbbi törvénykönyvet kell alkalmaznia.
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Bízunk benne, hogy kiadványunk hasznos segítséget nyújt az új Büntető Törvénykönyv megismeréséhez és az alkalmazására való áttéréshez minden jogalkalmazó és érdeklődő számára.
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A kézirat lezárásának dátuma 2013. szeptember 1-je, így a kiadvány az új Btk.-nak mind a kihirdetés és a hatálybalépés között elfogadott, mind a
2013. augusztus 1-jén hatályba lépett módosításait tartalmazó szövegváltozatát tartalmazza!
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